
VALEDICTORY ADDRESS

You thought becoming the valedictorian of your high school class was tough? That's nothing compared to giving a great
valedictory speech. Spend just a few.

He dreamed of serving no longer an earthly king but a heavenly one and he ended up becoming an inspiration
to us all for his pedagogical contributions and deep spiritual reflections that can be seen and experienced
through the Spiritual Exercises. Dreams When I was very young, the greatest question of life for me was
whether I would become an astronaut, a president, or better yet a power ranger. Use it to inspire you to write
your own speech. Advocating for our Passions The answer is to advocate for our passions. We will never
forget you. Start of my example of a valedictorian speech Principal Stevens, Trustees, Faculty members,
family, friends and fellow graduates, today is a day to be thankful and to be inspired. The mode of discourse
generally is inspirational and persuasive. Giving a speech that lives up to your prior success is a challenge.
Whatever you are determined to end today, we end it today as we leave the past behind, bringing the memory
of our college life and the many lessons brought about by the trials and triumphs of our Ateneo education. No
words can express the joy that I feel for the opportunity given to me to deliver this valedictory address. Alan,
you have been tenacious and have had such a great attitude in the face of so many setbacks. Certainly,
Ambisyon is national dream that is not complete in itself but as graduates of Ateneo de Davao University, we
ask now ourselves: what do we do now with our academic degrees? Often the differences separating the top
student from the nearest competitors are small, and sometimes there are accusations that the winner took
advantage of the rules in a way that seemed unfair, such as taking easy courses to get additional credits. Our
country is currently experiencing major changes brought about by the present administration. District Court
judge blocked the Moorestown Superintendent of Schools from retroactively changing school policy to deny a
disabled student sole honors. Our Dreams Change Indeed, dreams change, and we all are testaments to that
truism. Dreams change. Ignatius started with the dream of becoming a heralded knight but his dreams
changed. You'll find one below. Then schooling came, and with a little taste of institutionalized education, my
dreams changed. Well actually the only thing that changed was me deciding to drop my dream of becoming a
tupperware dealer. To Ateneo de Davao University and to our teachers, forever will we be bringing the values
you have taught us! For many, it is an expressed consummation to the long period of fundamental structuring,
conformity with academic prerequisites, and youthful delights, among many things. It is an oration at
commencement in Canada, called convocation in university and graduation in high school exercises in U.
Billy and Tony, I honor you for making the choice to serve our country and I feel proud to know you. Your
browser does not support the audio element. Making this speech had been very challenging as I found myself
responsible in capturing all the unique experiences of over graduates and expectations of even more parents,
guardians and significant others. We are usually skillful and educated on the passions that we chose, and we
have to share these skills and knowledge to others so that there may be more who share the same and the
attainment of our dream would be much easier.


